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COUNTRY-SOUL SINGER SONGWRITER & RECORDING ARTIST   

TYLER CONTI  

RELEASES HEARTFELT SINGLE  

“ EVERYTHING BETWEEN ”  

New Single Recognizes The “Little Things” In The Bigger Picture  

Introduces Songwriter/Vocalist’s New Musical Direction  

Move And Sway Vocals And Knack To Deliver Simply Sweet Messages  

 

AVAILABLE NOW  

 Via All Digital Retail And Streaming Platforms      

 

   

CLICK TO LISTEN https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZodWZomT-
VE&list=OLAK5uy_k15tOAb9dFkcr3Xdokex5PySinfkUQpM8&index=1 

 
  

NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Singer-songwriter, and indie country-soul recording artist Tyler Conti (Impact Records), a 

newcomer to the country music format but no stranger to the recording and LIVE performance scene, celebrates the 

release of his new single, “Everything Between.”*   
 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/zc5v7q/3vm99q/nj6nrbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZodWZomT-VE&list=OLAK5uy_k15tOAb9dFkcr3Xdokex5PySinfkUQpM8&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZodWZomT-VE&list=OLAK5uy_k15tOAb9dFkcr3Xdokex5PySinfkUQpM8&index=1
https://t.e2ma.net/click/zc5v7q/3vm99q/ry4nrbc
https://t.e2ma.net/click/zc5v7q/3vm99q/7q5nrbc


Infused with R&B and gospel rhythms and swag, the recording is poised to set Conti apart from the pack. Penned by 

Conti alongside Gallo Pacheco, and produced by Dave Baker, the single is AVAILABLE  NOW via all major digital 

retail and streaming outlets.  
 

Known for combining slick, simplistic lyrics and intrinsic, unpredictable vocal spins with freestyle timing, Conti’s 

knack for crystal clear vocals and realistic communicative storylines shine to convey a love letter and message to 

cherish “moments,” and recognize the luxury and gainful happiness born from the “little things” in the bigger picture.   
 

Simplistic, yet catchy wordplay matched with genuine heartfelt lyrics, “it’s in the thread that holds the sweater by the 

seam, and when I think about what carries out the dream, it’s everything between,” is duly complemented by easy-does-

it, ebb and flow instrumentation and production.  
 

“‘Everything Between’ is about appreciating the one you love for all the little things they do each and every day,” the 

Portland Oregon native, Conti said. “It’s about cherishing the value of love and pays homage to the one you love by 

acknowledging their everyday contributions, and recognizing all of God’s tiny gifts as a blessing.”  

 

"The track spotlights Tyler’s writing style and heartfelt vocal performance. We worked to create instrumentation that 
cradled Tyler's raw and organic delivery to bring to life the emotion of the storyline,” said producer, David Baker. “The 

listener will feel and hear every word Tyler sings."  

 

Infusing his musical muses (Eric Clapton, Eagles, Earth Wind & Fire) with his influences–some of the best-of-the-best 

in song craftsmanship and live music entertainment (Bob Dylan, Lennon and McCartney, Michael Jackson and Prince), 

Conti cultivates a fresh country soul sound flavored with blues, R&B, gospel and rock nuances. His fresh musical 

delivery and hopeful perspective in the debut country release, “Everything Between,” is the mark of a new direction and 

as a newcomer to watch. The tune is the lead single from Conti’s waterfall series to roll out through 2024.  
 

TRACK INFO  

Song Title: “Everything Between”  

Written by Tyler Conti and Gallo Pacheco  

Produced by Dave Baker  

Run Time: 3:09  

Release Date: 4/19/24  

Pre-sale/Pre-Save Event: 4/5/24  

### 
  

ABOUT TYLER CONTI  

Tyler Conti is a faith-driven, down-to-earth, family man that cultivated a successful career as a sought-after songwriter and 

captivating entertainer early on.  
 

The Portland, Oregon native joined forces with twin brother, Taylor, in his mid-twenties, the combined extraordinary talents of The 

Conti Brothers caught the attention of famed, Grammy award-winning music producer and hit songwriter, David Foster (Chicago, 

Kenny Rogers, Celine Dion, Toni Braxton Neil Young) who signed the duo to his 143 Records imprint (an independent boutique 

label under the Warner Bros. umbrella) in 2002. While the working relationship skyrocketed the siblings’ professional careers, Tyler 

ultimately departed the label in 2005 with concentration to pursue a solo endeavor.  
 

The talented songwriter, Tyler Conti, was quick to make his mark. He scored No. 1 hits with songs recorded by Charlie Wilson 

(“One I Got” and “No Stoppin’ Us”) and Smokey Robinson ( “All Of My Love”);  he toured with labelmates Michael Buble’ and 

Josh Groban performing on stages in England, France, Canada and Spain. Conti made official introductions with his album, titled 

DREAMING , in 2010, and released two singles “Come And Go” and “No More Room” in 2012.  
 

Turning toward a genre that called to him, Conti reset his course as fitting, in both character and cadence. He signed a solo deal with 

Impact Records in October 2023 and has spent the last several months traveling between his home state and Music City, Nashville 

to write and record a country music project (featuring tracks such as  “Take The Country,” “Lonely Road,”  “Love Of A Son,” and 

“Grandma’s House In The Woods”). Conti is slated to roll out the recordings in a waterfall series through 2024.  
 

CONNECT  

https://www.tylercontimusic.com/    

https://www.facebook.com/tylercontimusic  

https://www.instagram.com/tylercontimusic/    
 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/zc5v7q/3vm99q/j47nrbc
https://www.tylercontimusic.com/
https://t.e2ma.net/click/zc5v7q/3vm99q/fp9nrbc
https://t.e2ma.net/click/zc5v7q/3vm99q/vhaorbc


PR CONTACT :  
Music City Media  

K. Atwood | KATwood@musiccitynews.com | 615.770.2994  

* To request a review copy of the track, please hit “reply.”  
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